
The following describes the cash-flow surrounding the yearly EuroPython conference. The relevant participants are:

The EuroPython Society (a non-profit organisation registered in Göteborg, Sweden): EPS
the local organisation, for 2015 the ACPySS based in Bilbao, Spain: LO.
Local sponsors of the conference that usually would not sponsor if the event is at a different location and/or have dealt
with the LO on regional Python events
International sponsors, who sponsor EuroPython independent of its conference location (and who could be based in
Sweden, the rest of the EU (including the country of the conference/LO) or a non-EU country).
Attendees both private persons and businesses.

In principle the EuroPython conference doesn’t have to be in a EU country, and could be held in Sweden (once more).
Although there might be special consequences if that happens, they should not influence a decision on the organisational
structure at this point.
The details of the LO dealing with local suppliers (the venue, caterers, recording etc) fall outside the scope of this docu-
ment.

Transactions:

The attendees pay the LO attendance fees, with different rates for private persons and businesses
The local sponsors pay the LO sponsor fees and receive (marketing) services and one or more free admission tickets.
The international sponsors preferably pay the EPS (or alternatively the LO) sponsor fees and receive (marketing) ser-
vices and one or more free admission tickets. The EPS is the preferred partner so that these sponsors don’t have to deal
with a new business partner every time the location changes. Alternatively these sponsors could probably be asked to
split their contribution into a sponsor part (to LO) and a donation (to EPS)
The EPS supports the financial part of the organisation by the LO through contribution of the received sponsor money
to the conference; the EPS should be able to provide (within its means) money to alleviate the pre-conference cash-
flow problems for the LO; the EPS can support the LO with a limited contribution in case the conference runs at a loss
The EPS get paid by the LO an agreed upon share of the profits (net-income) of the conference, which it applies to its
running costs (web-server, services, bank-fees) as well as uses to maintain a buffer for future non-profitable confer-
ences and supporting the future organizing LO in case of cash-flow problems.

The following table shows these transaction split out with regards to possible differences in applicability of VAT. The cor-
rect value in the VAT column is the essence of the question that needs answering. It already looks like the EPS should apply
for a VAT number (and the administrative burden this creates over and beyond the current financial administration), but the
completion of this table should be able to confirm this.

From To purpose VAT Rev. charged

attendees (private person) LO attendance of conference no na

attendees (company, local to LO) LO attendance of conference yes no

attendees (company, EU) LO attendance of conference yes yes

attendees (company, non-EU) LO attendance of conference yes yes

sponsor (local to LO) LO marketing incl. access to parts of conference yes no

sponsor (multi-year, local to LO) EPS (LO) marketing incl. access to parts of conference yes (?) yes

sponsor (not-local to LO, EU) EPS (LO) marketing incl. access to parts of conference ? (?) ?

sponsor (not-local to LO, non-EU) EPS (LO) marketing incl. access to parts of conference ? (?) ?

sponsor EPS donation as part of sponsoring no no

EPS LO cash-flow support, loan no

LO EPS payback of cash-flow support, loan no

LO EPS final profit share (donation?) yes (?) yes

EPS LO support in case of loss on conference yes (?) yes




